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（１）259 名（4 歳から 75 歳までの男性 93 名と年齢２












  １＝表情が弱い 






























   １の⑩)(以下鼻翼とする) 
 11．両鼻腔の見える部分の最上の位置(図１の⑪) 
   （以下鼻穴とする） 
 12．両鼻腔のみえる部分の中点(図 1 の⑫)（以下 
   鼻の中心の最底点とする） 
  
        
 












取り基準化した後、Sigma Plot（v4.17, SPSS Inc.）































        
 








































   
       
 
















 ・ 上唇と下唇は共に引き上げられる。 
 ・ 鼻に皺ができる。 
 ・ 頬は持ち上げられる。 























       
 






























        
 





























  いて莢膜があらわに観察される 
 ・口角が下がり、上唇は上がり、下唇は下がり、 
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Facial Expression Analysis 
---Comparison with results of Paul Ekman--- 
 
Tomomi Ohta, Mariko Tamura, Mariko Arita, Naoko Kiso and Yukikazu Saeki 
Department of Fundamental Nursing 
 
      To read patient's mind by observing a facial expression is one of the important steps in the 
nursing practice. Based on the monism of body-mind relationship, we tried to observe various facial 
expressions objectively. Among six basic human feelings (surprise, fear, anger, disgust, sadness, 
happiness), we chose photographs which were well recognized  to express following four feelings, 
fear, disgust, sadness and happiness to analyze the facial expressions, because these four feelings were 
common with patients receiving medical care. We measured 26 points of each facial photograph to 
indicate two-dimensionally the positions and the shapes of eyebrows, eyelids, eyeballs, jowls, nose 
and lips, and compared these data with those of photographs expressing neutral emotion.  
      After the completion of analysis upon 259 individuals, we could express the characteristics of 
facial expressions in the two-dimensional coordinates, and found that our results were in approximate 
agreement with the results reported by Paul Ekman. 
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